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Message from IEEE Japan Council
Welcome to the 2014 IEEE's Industry Promotion Workshop. First of all, let us briefly
describe the IEEE. IEEE is one of the largest societies in the world for engineers in the
electrical, electronics, and related technology fields. It has more than 430,000 members.
Two of the larger sections of the IEEE are the TA (Technical Activities) and the MGA
(Member and Geographic Activities). The former is based upon the IEEE professional
groups such as the computer society, the communication society, etc. The latter oversees
the IEEE's global activities and organization. A region is considered the global
organizational unit of the IEEE. Asian and Oceania countries including Japan belong to
Region 10. The current Region 10 Director is Professor T. Fukuda who will give his talk
at the beginning of this workshop. Under the regions, there are sections and councils. In
Japan, we presently have 9 sections and one council. The Tokyo section is one of the
largest sections in Region10. It is chaired by Professor T. Tsuda, who is one of the
panelists of today's afternoon session. In the MGA, we have about 20 committees such
as SAC - the Student Activities Committee, WIEC - the Women in Engineering
Committee, and LMC - the Life Members Committee. SDEA - the Strategic Direction
and Environmental Assessment Committee - is also one of the committees. SDEA is
currently chaired by Professor L. Wong who will also give his talk this morning. Today's
workshop is co-sponsored by MGA/SDEA.
Smart-phones, robots and bio-technologies are currently some of the three biggest
elements in our society. These technologies are the targets of not only Japanese
industries but also global enterprises worldwide, where serious competition is now
under way. It is said that in order to become major players in these fields, the business
model is the most important. But this model should be accompanied and endorsed by
new technology. In other words, it is the new technology that enables a company to
play a major role in these businesses worldwide. In this context, IEEE can contribute
value and benefit its members, in particular young professionals and the members
working as industry practitioners. Japanese sections together with IEEE/MGA are
going to plan workshops, seminars, and various events that help Japanese young
professionals and practitioners starting next year. This workshop is thus understood
as the first step of IEEE Japanese Sections to help these contributions.
We welcome any comments to further stimulate and help this process.
Thank you again.
Masaki Koyama, Chair
IEEE Japan Council

Yukou Mochida, Chair
Industry Promotion Committee/ IEEE Japan Council
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IEEE Region 10 as Career Development for Global Leaders
Toshio Fukuda

Abstract:
IEEE Members can have great and many opportunities to meet and get acquainted with
new people, new things and new ways different from the conventional. There are many
things going on in IEEE, so that the members can widen the knowledge and experience
through the IEEE Activities for their own Career forming and also propagate your ideas and
views to the world through the IEEE highway of the human networks.

Biography – Toshio Fukuda
Toshio Fukuda graduated from Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan in 1971
and received the Master of Engineering degree and the Doctor of
Engineering degree both from the University of Tokyo, in 1973 and 1977,
respectively. He joined the National Mechanical Engineering Laboratory in
Japan in 1977, the Science University of Tokyo in 1981, and then joined
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Nagoya University, Japan in
1989.
At present, he is Professor Emeritus of Nagoya University, and Professor
of Meijo University and Beijing Institute of Technology. He is mainly engaging in the research
fields of intelligent robotic system, micro and nano robotics, bio-robotic system, and technical
diagnosis and error recovery system.
He was the President of IEEE Robotics and Automation Society (1998-1999), Director of the
IEEE Division X, Systems and Control (2001-2002), the Founding President of IEEE
Nanotechnology Council (2002-2005), and is the Region 10 Director(2013-2014). He was
Editor-in-Chief of IEEE/ASME Trans. Mechatronics (2000-2002) and Journal of ROBOMECH,
Springer (2014-).
He was the Founding General Chairman of IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots
and Systems (IROS) held in Tokyo (1988). He was Founding Chair of the IEEE Workshop on
Advanced Robotics Technology and Social Impacts (ARSO, 2005), Founding Chair of the IEEE
Workshop on System Integration Internatioal (SII, 2008), Founding Chair of the International
Symposium on Micro-Nano Mechatronics and Human Science (MHS, 1990-2012).
He has received many awards such as IEEE Eugene Mittelmann Achievement Award (1997),
IEEE Third Millennium Medal (2000) , IEEE Robotics and Automation Pioneer Award (2004),
IEEE Transaction Automation Science and Engineering Googol Best New Application Paper
Award (2007), George Saridis Leadership Award in Robotics and Automation (2009), IEEE
Robotics and Automation Technical Field Award (2010). He received the IROS Harashima
Award for Innovative Technologies (2011), IEEE Fellow (1995), SICE Fellow (1995), JSME
Fellow (2002), RSJ Fellow (2004), VRSJ Fellow (2011) and a member of Science Council of
Japan (2008-2014 ). He is a member of the Japan Academy of Engineering (2013-).
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IEEE Japan Strategy - Enhancing Member Value and Membership Growth
Lawrence Wai-Choong WONG

Synopsis:
This presentation will provide an overview of IEEE's strategy for Japan.
It covers background information about IEEE, in general, and IEEE Japan specifically. The
specific priorities and the initiatives that have been identified through a methodical process
will be elaborated on. The discourse is intended to stimulate engaging interactions and
sharing at this workshop, with the aim of stimulating and catalysing a host of programs and
activities that will enhance IEEE member value and membership growth in Japan.

Biography – Lawrence Wai-Choong WONG
Lawrence W.C. Wong is Professor in the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, National University of
Singapore (NUS). He is also Deputy Director at the Interactive
and Digital Media Institute (IDMI) in NUS. He was previously
Executive Director of the Institute for Infocomm Research (I2R)
from Nov 2002 - Nov 2006. Since joining NUS in 1983, he
served in various positions at the department, faculty and
university levels, including Head of the Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering from Jan 2008 – Oct 2009, Director
of the NUS Computer Centre from Jul 2000 - Nov 2002, and
Director of the Centre for Instructional Technology from Jan 1998 - Jun 2000. Prior to
joining NUS in 1983, he was a Member of Technical Staff at AT&T Bell Laboratories,
Crawford Hill Lab, NJ, USA, from 1980 to 1983.
He received the B.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in Electronic and Electrical Engineering from
Loughborough University, UK. His research interests include wireless and sensor
networks and systems, ambient intelligent platforms, multimedia networks, localization
and source matched transmission techniques with over 270 publications and 5 patents
in these areas. He is an active IEEE volunteer and has held several volunteer
leadership positions including IEEE Singapore Computer Society Chapter Chair (19871989), IEEE Singapore Section Chair (1993-1996), IEEE Region 10 Director (20112012), and IEEE Member & Geographic Activities Vice-Chair for Strategic Management
and Analysis.
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Looking back on my IEEE Activities
㸫For encouraging young Japanese engineers to be active in IEEE 㸫
Tomonori Aoyama

Abstract:
The number of IEEE members in the world is increasing beyond 400 thousands, and the
number of Japanese members has not been decreasing different from Japanese domestic
institutes. It is noted, however that the population of young generation is decreasing rapidly
in Japan so that IEEE member in Japan will be decreasing from now on. In addition,
engineers in industry are leaving from IEEE, and non-members of IEEE won’t join IEEE. In
this presentation, one example of the IEEE activity by the speaker is shown in order to
encourage young engineers to be active worldwide in IEEE.

Biography – Tomonori Aoyama
Tomonori Aoyama received the B.E., M.E. and Dr. Eng. from
the University of Tokyo, Japanࠋ Since he joined NTT in 1969,
he has been engaged in research and development on
communication networks and systems in the Electrical
Communication Laboratories. From 1973 to 1974, he stayed
in MIT as a visiting scientist. In 1995 he was appointed to be
Director of the NTT Optical Network Systems Laboratories. In
1997, he left NTT, and joined the University of Tokyo as a
professor and in April 2006, he moved to Keio University as a
processor. He is now Visiting Professor of Faculty of Science
and Technology, Keio University.
Dr. Aoyama is Emeritus Professor of the University of Tokyo, and served as a member of the
Science Council of Japan for 6 years. He is IEEE Life Fellow and served as IEEE Tokyo
Section Chair. He also served as President of IEICE (Institute of Electronics, Information and
Communication Engineers) previously and is now IEICE Fellow. He received several awards
from Japanese Ministries, some Japanese organizations, IEICE and IEEE.
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Technology, Colleagues, and Wishes
Kojiro Nishimiya
Biography – Kojiro Nishimiya
Kojiro Nishimiya received the Bachelor degree of "Physics" from Gakushuin University.
After that he moved to the University of Tsukuba and received the Master and Doctoral
degrees of "Engineering" from the University. He researched the wave propagation
visualization method for the ultrasound and also
researched the acoustic characteristics of the elastic
waves propagated in the layered structure. Also he was
adopted as the Research Fellowship for Young Scientists
(DC2) of "Japan Society for the Promotion of Science"
from 2009 to 2011. After the graduation of the University of
Tsukuba, he joined Schlumberger Kabushiki Kaisha as a
physicist in 2011.
He joined IEEE Tokyo Young Researchers Workshop from
2008 and he served as the chair of the workshop in 2010.
Also he joined IEEE Tokyo Young Professionals (Formerly
GOLD) affinity group executive committee and now he is
serving as the secretary from 2013.

Privacy Friendly Technology from a Woman Engineer’s View Point
Kazue Sako
Biography – Kazue Sako
Kazue Sako is a Senior Engineer at NEC. She received B.S. degree in Science
(Mathematics) and Ph. D degree in Technology from Kyoto University. Her interest lies in
how cryptographic protocols serves to make real life better. Some examples are fair lottery
systems, sealed-bid auction systems, on-line secret voting systems, and anonymous
authentication schemes. She served as an editor of ISO/IEC standards related to
anonymous authentication technology, namely ISO/IEC 29191 and 20008-2. She is
currently interested in how privacy of individuals can be improved in this network-based
society, and trying to promote the idea of personal clouds and personal data ecosystem for
privacy friendly world as Respect Network Security Architect.
䠪䠡䠟䜽䝷䜴䝗䝅䝇䝔䝮◊✲ᡤᢏ⾡ᖿ䚹ி㒔Ꮫ⌮Ꮫ㒊䠄ᩘᏛ䠅༞ᴗ䚹ᕤ༤䚹㟁Ꮚᢞ⚊䝅䝇䝔䝮䚸
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ᚑ䚹Respect Network Security Architectࠋ
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Experiences as an Industry Engineer and my IEEE
Hideo Kuwahara
Biography – Hideo Kuwahara
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㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌㻌㻌㻌 㻝㻥㻣㻠 ᖺ 㻟 ᭶㻌 㻌 ᮾிᏛ㻌ᕤᏛ⣔◊✲⛉㟁ᏊᕤᏛᑓᨷಟኈㄢ⛬ಟ㻌
㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌 㻝㻥㻤㻠 ᖺ 㻥 ᭶㻌 㻌 ᮾிᏛ㻌ᕤᏛ༤ኈ㻌
⫋Ṕ䠖㻌 㻝㻥㻣㻠 ᖺ㻌 ᐩኈ㏻ᰴᘧ♫ධ♫䚹㻔ᰴ㻕ᐩኈ㏻◊✲ᡤ䛻䛚䛔䛶ග㏻ಙ䛾◊✲㛤Ⓨ䛻ᚑ䛧䚸༙ᑟయ䝺
䞊䝄㻘㻌䝁䝠㻙䝺䞁䝖ග㏻ಙ㻘㻌 ගቑᖜ㻘㻌㻝㻜㻳㼎㻛㼟 䝅䝇䝔䝮㻘㻌 Ἴ㛗ከ㔜ఏ㏦㻘㻌➼䛾◊✲㛤Ⓨ䛻ᚑ䚹㻌
㻝㻥㻥㻝 ᖺ㻌 㻔ᰴ㻕ᐩኈ㏻◊✲ᡤග䝅䝇䝔䝮◊✲㒊㛗㻌
㻝㻥㻥㻤 ᖺ㻌 㻔ᰴ㻕ᐩኈ㏻◊✲ᡤ䝛䝑䝖䝽䞊䜽䝅䝇䝔䝮◊✲ᡤᖍ◊✲ဨ㻌
㻞㻜㻜㻠 ᖺ㻌
㻞㻜㻜㻡 ᖺ㻌
㻞㻜㻜㻢 ᖺ㻌
㻵㻱㻱㻱 㛵㐃䠖㻌

㻔ᰴ㻕ᐩኈ㏻◊✲ᡤྲྀ⥾ᙺ㻌ව䝛䝑䝖䝽䞊䜽䝅䝇䝔䝮◊✲ᡤ㻌ᡤ㛗㻌
㻔ᰴ㻕ᐩኈ㏻◊✲ᡤྲྀ⥾ᙺ㻌ව䝣䜷䝖䝙䝑䜽䝛䝑䝖䝽䞊䜽◊✲ᡤ㻌ᡤ㛗㻌
㻔ᰴ㻕ᐩኈ㏻◊✲ᡤ䝣䜵䝻䞊㻌
䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻲㼑㼘㼘㼛㼣㻌㻔㻞㻜㻜㻢㻕㻘㻌㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻸㼕㼒㼑㻌㻲㼑㼘㼘㼛㼣㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻠㻕㻌 㻘㻌㻌
䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻴㼛㼚㼛㼞㼍㼞㼥㻌㻹㼑㼙㼎㼑㼞㼟㼔㼕㼜㻌㻯㼛㼙㼙㼕㼠㼠㼑㼑㻌㻌㻔㻞㻜㻜㻤㻙㻞㻜㻝㻜㻌㻕㻌
䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻼㼞㼕㼦㼑㻌㻼㼍㼜㼑㼞㼟㻛㻿㼏㼔㼛㼘㼍㼞㼟㼔㼕㼜㻌㻭㼣㼍㼞㼐㼟㻌㻯㼛㼙㼙㼕㼠㼠㼑㼑㻌㻔㻞㻜㻜㻥㻙㻞㻜㻝㻞㻕㻌
䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻼㼔㼛㼠㼛㼚㼕㼏㻌㻿㼛㼏㼕㼑㼠㼥㻌㻔ᪧ 㻸㻱㻻㻿㻕㻦㻌㻌㻮㼛㼍㼞㼐㻌㼛㼒㻌㻳㼛㼢㼑㼞㼚㼛㼞㼟㻌㻔㻞㻜㻜㻢㻙㻤㻕㻘㻌㻼㼞㼑㼟㼕㼐㼑㼚㼠㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻞㻙㻝㻟㻕㻘㻌
㻼㼍㼟㼠㻙㻼㼞㼑㼟㼕㼐㼑㼚㼠㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻠㻙㻡㻕㻌
䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻼㼔㼛㼠㼛㼚㼕㼏㼟㻌㻿㼛㼏㼕㼑㼠㼥㻌㻶㼍㼜㼍㼚㻌㻯㼔㼍㼜㼠㼑㼞㻧㻌㼂㼕㼏㼑㻌㻯㼔㼍㼕㼞㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻜㻕㻘㻌㻯㼔㼍㼕㼞㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻝㻕㻌㻌㻌
䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻲㼡㼠㼡㼞㼑㻌㻰㼕㼞㼑㼏㼠㼕㼛㼚㼟㻌㻯㼛㼙㼙㼕㼠㼠㼑㼑㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻟㻙㻕㻌
䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻲㼑㼘㼘㼛㼣㻌㻯㼛㼙㼙㼕㼠㼠㼑㼑㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻟㻙㻝㻠㻕㻌㻌㻌

䞉㻵㻱㻱㻱㻌㻵㼚㼐㼡㼟㼠㼞㼥㻌㻱㼚㼓㼍㼓㼑㼙㼑㼚㼠㻌㻭㼐㻙㻴㼛㼏㻌㻯㼛㼙㼙㼕㼠㼠㼑㼑㻌㻔㻞㻜㻝㻠㻕㻌
ཷ㈹䠖㻌㻌㻌㻝㻥㻥㻜 ᖺ㻌㻌㻔㈈㻕ග⏘ᴗᢏ⾡⯆༠㻌 Ḉ㑻Ặグᛕ㈹㻌 䠄䝁䝠䞊䝺䞁䝖ග㏻ಙ䠅㻌
㻌 㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌㻌 㻌 㻝㻥㻥㻤 ᖺ㻌㻌㻔♫㻕㟁Ꮚሗ㏻ಙᏛ㻌 ᴗ⦼㈹㻌 㻌 䠄䝔䝷䝡䝑䝖ගఏ㏦䠅㻌

Reality of Standardization Activities

Fumitaka Ono

Biography – Fumitaka Ono
He has received BE, ME and Ph.D. from the University of Tokyo
respectively. He was working with Mitsubishi Electric Corp. from 1973
to 2000 and was Professor of Tokyo Polytechnic University from 2000
to 2014. He is currently Professor Emeritus of TPU.
͌ His interested area covers image processing, image coding and
entropy coding. He is Fellow of IEEE, Fellow of IEICE and Fellow of
IIEEJ.
͌ He has been engaged in the international standardization work
since 1985, and is currently ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC29/WG1 JBIG
Rapporteur.
͌ He has received many awards including the Award from Ministry of Education and
Science, and the Award from Ministry of Industry
and Trade, for distinguished achievements on image coding and the contribution for
standardization activities, respectively.
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ᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾᵲᶍᶉᶗᶍᴾᵷᶍᶓᶌᶅᴾᵮᶐᶍᶄᶃᶑᶑᶇᶍᶌᵿᶊᶑᴾᵟᶄᶄᶇᶌᶇᶒᶗᴾᵥᶐᶍᶓᶎểỊᾎᴾ
ᵐᵎᵎᵖ࠰ᵏᵏஉỆଐஜИỉᵥᵭᵪᵢᵆᵥᶐᵿᶂᶓᵿᶒᶃᶑᴾᶍᶄᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᵪᵿᶑᶒᴾᵢᶃᶁᵿᶂᶃᵇᵟᶄᶄᶇᶌᶇᶒᶗᴾᵥᶐᶍᶓᶎểẲềᚨᇌẰủộẲẺẇ
ᵐᵎᵏᵒ࠰ợụӸЭầᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾ ᵷᶍᶓᶌᶅᴾ ᵮᶐᶍᶄᶃᶑᶑᶇᶍᶌᵿᶊᶑᵆᵷᵮᶑᵇỆ٭ỆễụẆᘺẟờૼẺỆѣửἋἑὊἚẰẶỦ
ẮểỆễụộẲẺẇᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾ ᵲᶍᶉᶗᶍᴾ ᵷᵮᶑỊܖٟỉܖˮӕࢽẦỤᵏᵓ࠰᧓ỉᒉ˟ՃίܖٻᨈဃửԃớὸỉẺỜ
ỉᵥᶐᶍᶓᶎỂẴẇᵷᵮᶑỂỊẆငಅမởᄂᆮὉᏋೞ᧙ỂɶỉૼᡶỉᒉᄂᆮᎍὉ২ᘐᎍểỉʩ්ỆợụẆ
ݩஹᚨᚘởỿἵἼỴỴἕἩỆ᧙ẴỦੑẦụửࢽỤủỦợạễѣỆӕụኵỮỂẟộẴẇᴾ ᵧᵣᵣᵣ˟ՃỂẝỦ
ẮểầẆỿἵἼỴನሰỉᨥỆᾀếỉἳἼἕἚểỦợạễỶἫὅἚửẆ᨟ẆᚘဒẲềẟộẴẇᴾ
ᵐᵎᵏᵒ࠰ᴾ ᵲᶍᶉᶗᶍᴾᵷᵮᶑᴾࢫՃᴾ
ᵡᶆᵿᶇᶐᵘᴾٻήίଢܖٻὸᴾᴾ
ᵴᶇᶁᶃᴾᵡᶆᵿᶇᶐᵘᴾᵟᶊᶃᶖᴾᵤᶓᶌᶅᴾᴾ
ᵱᶃᶁᶐᶃᶒᵿᶐᶗᵘᴾ˱ᕲദჷίிʮᣃࠊܖٻὸᴾ
ᴾ ᴾ ᴾᴾᴾᙱܷࡍஒᵆἉἷἽὅἫἽἊỹᵆఇᵇᵇᴾᴾ
Student
ᵲᶐᶃᵿᶑᶓᶐᶃᵘᴾݱຓ˲ʼίிʮྸᅹܖٻὸᴾ
member
ᵴᶇᶁᶃᴾᵱᶃᶁᶐᶃᶒᵿᶐᶗᴾᵘᴾᴾ
ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ ݱ൷ᅎίỺἼἁἏὅὉἊἵἣὅᵆఇᵇὸᴾ
ᵟᶂᶔᶇᶑᶃᶐᵘᴾᇦϋችɟᴾ
ᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾᴾίᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾᵰᵏᵎᴾᵢᶇᶐᶃᶁᶒᶍᶐᴾᵐᵎᵎᵓᵋᵐᵎᵎᵔὸ
soft-skills

Young Professionals
15 years within graduation
Member grade or higher grade
(Senior member/Fellow/Life member)

Graduate students

Working after graduation

Honorary Member

networking/mentoring

Fellow Member
Senior Member

leadership

Student Member
technical career

இᡈỉɼễѣᴾ
ỿἵἼỴỴἕἩὉἋỿἽỴἕἩỆ᧙ẴỦჇ᩿ႸễỶἫὅἚẦỤᵊᴾʩ්ὉটᚃửႸႎểẲẺἻἧễᴾ
ỶἫὅἚᵊᴾẰỤỆỊᵧᵣᵣᵣỉἕἚὁὊἁửẦẲẺᨥʩ්ộỂᵊᴾಮẉễѣửᘍẾềẟộẴẇᴾ
xᴾɤᓛᩓೞᙸܖỴὊᵄἙỵἋỽἕἉἹὅᵆᵱᵲᵣᵮᴾᵣᶔᶃᶌᶒᵇᵊᴾᵐᵎᵏᵒ࠰ᵗஉᵖଐᴾ
xᴾᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾᵱᶃᶁᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᵡᶍᶌᶅᶐᶃᶑᶑᴾᵐᵎᵏᵒỆӋьύᵐᵎᵏᵒ࠰ᵖஉᵐᵐଐᴾᵆỴἲἋἘἽἒἲὉỼἻὅἒᵇᴾ
xᴾᇹᵏᵏׅᴾ ܖဃὉᒉ২ᘐᎍỉẺỜỉỿἵἼỴỴἕἩὁὊἁἉἹἕἩύᵐᵎᵏᵒ࠰ᵔஉᵐᵖଐᴾ
ᴾ
ᴾ
ᴾ
ίிʮᣃࠊܖٻᴾ ɭဋỿἵὅἣἋὸᴾ
ᴾ ᴾ ᴾὉᴾܖဃể˖ಅởᄂᆮỂɶỉᒉ২ᘐᎍὉᄂᆮᎍểỉʩ්ᴾ
ᇹᵏᵏׅᴾ ỿἵἼỴỴἕἩὁὊἁἉἹἕἩᴾ
ᴾ ᴾ ᴾὉᴾỿἵἼỴᵆܖဃဃᵊᴾݼᎰѣᵊᴾݩஹᚨᚘễỄᵇỆếẟềἙỵἋỽἕἉἹὅᴾ
xᴾᵪᵫᵟᵥᵍᵱᶒᶓᶂᶃᶌᶒᵍᵷᵮᶑᵍᵵᵧᵣʩ්˟ύᵐᵎᵏᵒ࠰ᵑஉᵏᵓଐᴾ
xᴾᨥ˟ᜭᴾᵰᵏᵎᵋᵦᵲᵡᵐᵎᵏᵑᵆ˅Өᵇỉᵵᶃᶊᶁᶍᶋᶃᴾᵰᶃᶁᶃᶎᶒᶇᶍᶌỉᢃփᵊᴾᵐᵎᵏᵑ࠰ᵖஉᴾ
xᴾ݈ٟᡫᙸܖỴὊᵄᄂᆮᎍἍἱἜὊᴾᵆᵱᵲᵣᵮᴾᵣᶔᶃᶌᶒᵇᵊᴾᵐᵎᵏᵑ࠰ᵖஉᵖଐᴾ
xᴾᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾᵰᵏᵎᴾᵱᶒᶓᶂᶃᶌᶒᵍᵥᵭᵪᵢᵍᵵᵧᵣᴾᵡᶍᶌᶅᶐᶃᶑᶑᵆἡỶἙἻἢὊἛὉỶὅἛᵇӋьᵊᴾᵐᵎᵏᵑ࠰ᵕஉᴾ
xᴾᾘᾔᾔᾔᴾᵲᶍᶉᶗᶍᴾᵷᶍᶓᶌᶅᴾᵰᶃᶑᶃᵿᶐᶁᶆᶃᶐᶑᴾᵵᶍᶐᶉᶑᶆᶍᶎᴾࢸੲ˟ᚨᇌᵊᴾ ᵐᵎᵏᵐ࠰ᵏᵏஉᴾ
xᴾᵱᵟᵡᵍᵥᵭᵪᵢᵍᵵᵧᵣὁỶἜἼὊỴὊίޛషᵇύᵐᵎᵏᵐ࠰ᵏᵎஉᵐᵕଐᴾ
ʻࢸờᵊᴾὁὊἁἉἹἕἩᵊᴾʩ්˟ᵊᴾ˖ಅᙸ˟ܖᵊἩἾἎὅἍἱἜὊễỄ˖ဒẲềẟẨộẴὲᴾ
݈ٟᡫᙸܖỴὊᵄᄂᆮᎍἍἱἜὊᴾ
ᵐᵎᵏᵒ࠰ᵏᵏஉᵏᵓଐᴾᇹᵏᵐׅỿἵἼỴỴἕἩὁὊἁἉἹἕἩửிʮᣃࠊܖٻỂ͵ẲộẴὲ᩼ẆấឭẲẪẻẰẟὲᴾ

ᇹᵔׅᴾ ᵧᵣᵣᵣỿἵἼỴỴἕἩὉἋỿἽỴἕἩỆ᧙ẴỦỺἕἍỶἅὅἘἋἚᴾᴾḤᵨᵡᴾᵵᵧᵣểσ͵ỶἫὅἚᴾ
ݩஹỉỿἵἼỴởᡶែỆ᧙ẴỦࠎஓởɧܤễỄỆếẟềẆᴾḛỄỉợạỆႸửܭỜềẆᴾ
ẸỉႸỆݣẲềỄỉợạỆӕụኵỮỂᘍẪỔẨẦḜểẟạỺἕἍỶἅὅἘἋἚửᘍễẟộẲẺẇᴾ
ὉஇΟᅵចᴾᵆиចࡹɢόᵇᴾ ᴾ
ὉΟᅵចᴾᵆᵷᵮᶑᢿᧉᵄᵵᵧᵣᢿᧉᵇᴾᵆиច٤ɢόᵇᴾᵄᴾΟᅵចᴾᵆᵳᶌᶂᶃᶐᶅᶐᵿᶂᶓᵿᶒᶃᢿᧉᵇᴾ ᵆиចỽὊἛʞҘόᵇᴾ

࠰͵ẲềẟộẴỉỂẆ᩼৲ᆜẲềẪẻẰẟὲὲᴾӖច˺ԼỊᵲᶍᶉᶗᶍᴾᵷᵮᶑἭὊἲἬὊἊỆਫ਼᠍ɶẇᴾ

ᇹᵓׅỉចࡸᴾ

ḘấբӳỪẶḘᴾ ᴾ
ἭὊἲἬὊἊᵘᴾᶆᶒᶒᶎᵘᵍᵍᶕᶕᶕᵌᶇᶃᶃᶃᵋᶈᶎᵌᶍᶐᶅᵍᶒᶍᶉᶗᶍᶅᶍᶊᶂᵍᶇᶌᶂᶃᶖᵌᶆᶒᶋᶊᴾᵊᴾ ἳὊἽỴἛἾἋᵘᴾᶒᶍᶉᶗᶍᶅᶍᶊᶂᵽᶇᶌᶄᶍᵞᶇᶃᶃᶃᵌᶍᶐᶅᴾ
ᵆᵤᵿᶁᶃᶀᶍᶍᶉᵘᴾᴾᶆᶒᶒᶎᵘᵍᵍᶕᶕᶕᵌᶄᵿᶁᶃᶀᶍᶍᶉᵌᶁᶍᶋᵍᶅᶐᶍᶓᶎᶑᵍᶒᶍᶉᶗᶍᶅᶍᶊᶂᵍᵇ

᩼ẆᵲᶍᶉᶗᶍᴾᵷᶍᶓᶌᶅᴾᵮᶐᶍᶄᶃᶑᶑᶇᶍᶌᵿᶊᶑỉѣỆắӋьẪẻẰẟẇᴾ

ᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾᵨᵡᴾᵵᵧᵣᴾ

ᵧᵣᵣᵣᴾᵨᵿᶎᵿᶌᴾᵡᶍᶓᶌᶁᶇᶊᴾᵵᶍᶋᶃᶌᴾᶇᶌᴾᵣᶌᶅᶇᶌᶃᶃᶐᶇᶌᶅᴾᵟᶄᶄᶇᶌᶇᶒᶗᴾᵥᶐᶍᶓᶎᴾ

WIE (Women in Engineering) 䛸䛿䠛
㻌 䠥䠡䠡䠡ᵆᵈᵇෆ䛾䜾䝹䞊䝥䛾䠍䛴䛷䚸䝔䜽䝜䝻䝆䞊ศ㔝䛷ά㌍䛩䜛
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